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Charged hydrogenic problem in a magnetic field:
Noncommutative translations, unitary transformations, and coherent states

A. B. Dzyubenko*
Department of Physics, University at Buffalo, State Univesity of New York, Buffalo, New York 14260

~Received 30 July 2001; published 26 December 2001!

An operator formalism is developed for a description of charged electron-hole complexes in magnetic fields.
A unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian that allows one to separate partially the center-of-mass and
internal motions is proposed. We study an operator algebra that leads to the appearance of effective particles,
electrons, and holes with modified interparticle interactions, and their coherent states in magnetic fields. The
developed formalism is used for studying a two-dimensional negatively charged magnetoexcitonX2. It is
shown that Fano resonances are present in the spectra of internalX2 transitions, indicating the existence of
three-particle quasibound states embedded in the continuum of higher Landau levels.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A quantum-mechanical description of a system of char
interacting particles in a magnetic field has long played
central role in many solid-state1–4 and atomic5–7 physics
problems. Recently, there has been considerable intere
such problems in the context of charged collective exc
tions in a two-dimensional electron gas in strong magn
fields,8 excitations in the fractional quantum Hall effect,9,10

charged skyrmions,11 and charged magnetoexcitons in qua
tum wells.12 The internal and the center-of-mass~CM! mo-
tions are generally coupled in a magnetic fieldB. Systems
with a constant charge-to-mass ratio, such as one-compo
electron systems,1,6,7 are the exception. For a neutral pro
lem, such as the two-body hydrogen atom5 or the exciton,2,4

there exists the possibility to separate the CM and inte
variables in the Schro¨dinger equation. Generally, howeve
only a partial separation is possible.6 Several formalisms
have been developed in order to perform such a separatio
a magnetic field.7

In this work, we propose an operator approach
charged electron-hole systems in a magnetic field. This
proach is a development of Ref. 13, which exploited an ex
dynamical symmetry, the noncommutative magnetic tran
tion ~MT!.3,6,7,10Here we show that in order to maintain bo
the MT and axial symmetry about theB axis, one can use a
description in terms ofcoherent states of effective particle,
electrons (e), and holes~h! in B or, alternatively, performa
unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian. The interparticle
e-h interaction is modified by the transformation. We sho
that closed analytical expressions can be found for ma
elements of the interaction after summing contributions fr
an infinite number of higher Landau levels~LL’s !.

The developed formalism is applied in this work to a d
scription of a two-dimensional~2D! charged magnetoexcito
X2, a bound state of two electrons and one hole, in hig
LL’s. Charged magnetoexcitons were recently extensiv
studied experimentally14 and theoretically.12,15Spectral prop-
erties of a three-body problem in a magnetic field prese
considerable general theoretical interest.6,7 Our approach is
capable of describing the interaction between discreteX2
0163-1829/2001/65~3!/035318~9!/$20.00 65 0353
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states and the three-particle 2e-h continuum. We demon-
strate that Fano resonances16 are present in the spectra ofX2

optical transitions in strong fields. This is an indication th
three-particle resonances—quasiboundX2 states embedded
in a continuum—exist in 2D systems in higher LL’s.

II. CHARGED e-h SYSTEMS IN MAGNETIC FIELDS

We start with a short overview of the dynamical symm
tries of the Hamiltonian and of the operator formalism tha
most suitable for describing these symmetries
single-particle6,7,10 and few-particle13 e-h states inB.

A. Hamiltonian and dynamical symmetries

The Hamiltonian describing charged interacting 2D p
ticles in a perpendicular magnetic fieldB5(0,0,B) is

H5(
j

P̂j
2

2mj
1

1

2 (
iÞ j

Ui j ~r i2r j !, ~1!

where P̂j52 i\“ j2ej A(r j )/c are kinematic momentum
operators, andUi j (r ) are interaction potentials that can b
arbitrary. In the symmetric gaugeA5 1

2 B3r , HamiltonianH
is characterized byboth axial symmetry,@H,L̂z#50, and by
translational symmetry, @H,K̂ #50. Here L̂z5( j (r j3
2 i\“ j )z is the operator of the total angular momentum p
jection andK̂5( j K̂ j is the MT operator.3,6,7,15The genera-
tors of MT’s for individual particles are given byK̂ j5P̂j

2(ej /c)r j3B; in the symmetric gauge,K̂ j (B)5P̂j (2B).
Independent of the gauge,K̂ j and P̂j commute:@K̂ jp ,P̂ jq#
50, p,q5x,y.

Note thatL̂z and K̂2 commute with each other,@ L̂z ,K̂2#
50, and both commute with the HamiltonianH. Therefore,
exact eigenstates ofH can be simultaneously labeled by th
total angular momentum projectionMz , an eigenvalue of
L̂z , and by an eigenvalue ofK̂2. The important feature ofK̂
is the noncommutativityof its components inB: @K̂x ,K̂y#
52 i (\B/c)Q, whereQ5( jej is the total charge. Introduc
ing the dimensionless operatork̂5Ac/\BuQu K̂ , which has
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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canonically conjugate components, one obtains the lowe
and raising Bose ladder operators for the whole system6,7,15

k̂656
i

A2
~ k̂x6 i k̂y!, @ k̂1 ,k̂2#52

Q

uQu
. ~2!

From Eq.~2! it follows that k̂25 k̂1k̂21 k̂2k̂1 has the dis-
crete oscillator eigenvalues 2k11, k50,1, . . . .There is a
macroscopic~Landau! degeneracy in the oscillator quantu
numberk, which qualitatively describes the center of rotati
of the charged complex inB. Therefore, the exact eigenstat
of H can be labeled by the discrete quantum numbersMz
andk; for e-h systems, because of the permutational symm
try, there are additional exact quantum numbers, the t
spin of electrons,Se , and holes,Sh , and their projections
Sez andShz. Degeneracy ink leads to the existence of fam
lies of macroscopically degenerate states. Because of
commutation relation@ L̂z ,k̂6#56 k̂6 , the quantum num-
bers Mz and k are connected uniquely in each family; th
was discussed in more detail elsewhere.15

Another operator of interest isP̂5( jP̂j ; its components
commute as@P̂x ,P̂y#5 i (\B/c)Q. In analogy with Eq.~2!,
one therefore can introduce the second set of raising
lowering Bose ladder operators

p̂657
i

A2
~p̂x6 i p̂y!, @p̂1 ,p̂2#5

Q

uQu
, ~3!

where p̂5Ac/\BuQu P̂. Note, however, that the operato
p̂6 do not commute and, in general, do not form a sim
algebra with the Hamiltonian. A special case is when
particles have the same cyclotron frequencyvcj5ejB/mjc:
the operator algebra is closed

@H,p̂6#57\vcj p̂6 ,
ej

mj
5const, ~4!

and the CM and internal degrees of freedom separate in
case.1

B. Single-particle e-h states

The formalism of Sec. II A can be applied to nonintera
ing particles. This leads to a description in terms of so-ca
factored6,7,10,17 single particlee and h states in a magnetic
field,

fnm
(e)~r !5fnm

(h)~r !* , ~5!

where n is the LL number, which determines the ener
\vce(h)(n1 1

2 ), andvce(h)5eB/me(h) are the cyclotron fre-
quencies. The intra-LL oscillator quantum number is deno
here asm. It is a single-particle version ofk; analogously to
k, the energy is degenerate inm. Wave functions~5! are
constructed with the help of the oscillator Bose ladd
operators.10,17 For electrons~charge2e,0)

fnm
(e)~r !5

1

An!m!
^r u~Ae

†!n~Be
†!mu0&, ~6!
03531
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where the intra-LL operatorsBe
†(r j )52 iAc/2\Be(K̂ jx

2 iK̂ jy) and the inter-LL operators Ae
†(r j )

52 iAc/2\Be(P̂ jx1 i P̂ jy) @cf. Eqs. ~2! and ~3!#. The op-
erators commute as@Ae ,Ae

†#51, @Be ,Be
†#51, and

@Ae ,Be
†#5@Ae ,Be#50. The analogous operators for the ho

~charge e.0) are Bh
†(rh)52 iAc/2\Be(K̂hx1 iK̂ hy) and

Ah
†(rh)52 iAc/2\Be(P̂hx2 i P̂hy); we used the freedom o

choosing an arbitrary phase of operators here. These op
tors can be considered to be linear functions of spatial co
dinates and derivatives, and have the form

Ae
†~r !5Bh

†~r !5
1

A2
S z

2l B
22l B

]

]z*
D , ~7!

Be
†~r !5Ah

†~r !5
1

A2
S z*

2l B
22l B

]

]zD ; ~8!

z5x1 iy is the 2D complex coordinate, andl B
5(\c/eB)1/2 is the magnetic length. The single-particle a
gular momentum projection operators areL̂ze5Ae

†Ae

2Be
†Be andL̂zh5Bh

†Bh2Ah
†Ah , so thatmze52mzh5n2m.

For zero LL’s, for example, the explicit form is

f0m
(e)~r !* 5f0m

(h)~r !

5
1

~2pm! l B
2 !1/2S z

A2l B
D m

expS 2
r2

4l B
2 D . ~9!

C. Three-particle 2e-h states: symmetries preserved

In what follows, we will consider the 2D three-particl
2e-h states~the charged excitonX2) in a magnetic fieldB.
The corresponding Hamiltonian isH5H01H int , where the
free-particle part is given by

H05 (
i 51,2

P̂ei
2

2me
1

P̂h
2

2mh

[ (
i 51,2

H0e~r i !1H0h~rh!. ~10!

The interaction Hamiltonian is

H int5Hee1Heh , ~11!

Hee5Uee~ ur12r2u!, Heh5 (
i 51,2

Ueh~ ur i2rhu!. ~12!

In calculations~Sec. IV! we will consider the Coulomb in-
teractionUee52Ueh5e2/er . The total charge of the system
Q52e,0, and the raising Bose operator isk̂2 . In terms of
the single-particleBose ladder operators it takes the form

k̂25Be
†~r1!1Be

†~r2!2Bh~rh! ~13!
8-2
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and is a combination of creation and destruction operat
The operatork̂2 is associated with the exact MT symmetr
and its diagonalization is a necessary step that allows on
keep this symmetry intact.

It is convenient first to perform an orthogonal transform
tion of the electron coordinates$r1 ,r2 ,rh%→$r ,R,rh%, where
r5(r12r2)/A2, andR5(r11r2)/A2 are the electron rela
tive and CM coordinates. The free HamiltonianH0 is a bi-
linear form in the coordinates and spatial derivatives. B
cause of the orthogonality of the transformation,H0
conserves its form in the new variables:H05H0e(r )
1H0e(R)1H0h(rh). The creation operator@Eq. ~2!# takes
the form @cf. ~13!#

k̂25A2 Be
†~R!2Bh~rh!. ~14!

It can be diagonalized by introducing the transformed B
ladder operators13

B̃e
†~R![uBe

†~R!2vBh~rh!5S̃Be
†~R!S̃†, ~15!

This is the Bogoliubov canonical transformation genera
by the unitary operator~see, e.g., Refs. 10, 18, and 19!,

S̃5exp~QL̃!, ~16!

L̃5Bh
†~rh!Be

†~R!2Be~R!Bh~rh!, ~17!

where Q is the transformation parameter andu5coshQ

5A2, v5sinhQ51. Now we have k̂25B̃e
† and k̂2

52B̃e
†B̃e11. The second linearly independent creation o

erator is

B̃h
†~rh!5S̃Bh

†~rh!S̃†5uBh
†~rh!2vBe~R!, ~18!

Chargede-h systems with an arbitrary number of particl
are considered in Appendix A.

We deal in fact with a sort of field-theoretical proble
because the number of relevant states isinfinite. As an ex-
ample, the diagonalization ofk̂2 introduces a new vacuum
state

u0&→
k̂2

u0̃&5S̃u0&. ~19!
A complete orthonormal basis compatible withboth axial
and translational symmetries can be constructed13 as

Ae
†~r !nrAe

†~R!nRAh
†~rh!nhB̃e

†~R!kB̃h
†~rh! lBe

†~r !mu0̃&

~nr !nR!nh!k! l !m! !1/2

[unrnRnh ;klm̃&. ~20!

The tilde sign shows that the transformed vacuum stateu0̃&
and the transformed operators@Eqs. ~15! and ~18!# are in-
volved. In Eq.~20! the oscillator quantum number is fixe
and is equal tok, while Mz5nr1nR2nh2k1 l 2m. The
permutational symmetry requires thatnr2m must be even
~odd! for electron singletSe50 ~triplet Se51 states!.

The vacuum stateu0̃& is in fact a coherente-h state~see
below!. It was shown in Ref. 13 that it is feasible, thoug
cumbersome, to calculate the Coulomb matrix element
03531
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representation~20!. In this work, we propose an approac
that is based on thesimultaneousdiagonalization of the op-
eratorsk̂2 and

p̂15Ae
†~r1!1Ae

†~r2!2Ah~rh!. ~21!

Although p̂1 is not associated with any exact symmet
below in Sec. III we show that such an approach reve
interesting new features of the problem and also leads
great technical simplifications.

III. UNITARY TRANSFORMATION AND OPERATOR
ALGEBRA

A. Transformation matrix and new coordinates

Operators~15! and ~18! have a simple representation
the new coordinatesr15A2 R2rh and r25A2 rh2R:
B̃e

†(R)5Be
†(r1) and B̃h

†(rh)5Bh
†(r2). This transformation

can be conveniently expressed in the matrix forms

S r1

r2
D 5F̂S R

rh
D , F̂5S coshQ 2sinhQ

2sinhQ coshQ
D ~22!

with coshQ5A2, sinhQ51. The matrix F̂ is symmetric,
F̂T5F̂ (T denotes a transposition!, and unimodular,uDetF̂u
51, but nonorthogonal,F̂TÞF̂21. The Bose ladder opera
tors are changed under the Bogoliubov transformations@Eqs.
~15!–~18!# according to the same representation:

S̃S Be
†~R!

Bh~rh!
D S̃†5F̂S Be

†~R!

Bh~rh!
D 5S Be

†~r1!

Bh~r2!
D . ~23!

In Eq. ~16! we considered real transformation parametersQ;
generally, Q can be complex which corresponds to t
SU(1,1) symmetry.19

The Coulomb interparticle interactions@Eqs. ~11!# H int
5Hee1Heh in the coordinates$r ,r1 ,r2% take the forms

Hee5
e2

A2er
, ~24!

Heh52
A2e2

eur22r u
2

A2e2

eur21r u
. ~25!

The important result is thatH int does not dependon r1. Later
on we will see~Sec. III C! that the new coordinates can b
associated withnew effective particlesin B—two electrons
with the coordinatesr andr1 and one hole with the coordi
nater2.

B. Coherent states and Hamiltonian transformation

Note that Eq.~20! has a mixed form: the inter-LL opera
tors are expressed by the variables$r ,R,rh%, and the intra-LL
operators by the variables$r ,r1 ,r2%. From Eqs.~24! and
~25! it is clear, however, that it is desirable to work in th
coordinates$r ,r1 ,r2%. As a first step, let us establish th
coordinate representation of the transformed vacuumu0̃&.
8-3
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Disentangling the operators10,18 in the exponent ofS̃, one
obtains the normal-ordered form

S̃5exp~ tanhQ Bh
†Be

†!

3exp$2 ln~coshQ!@Be
†Be1Bh

†Bh11#%

3exp~2tanhQ BeBh!. ~26!

Therefore,

u0̃&5S̃u0&5
1

coshQ
exp@ tanhQ Bh

†~rh!Be
†~R!#u0&.

~27!

State ~27! is a coherent e–h state in the sense that th
anomalous two-particle20 expectation value exists

^0̃uBh
†(rh)Be

†(R)u0̃&5uvÞ0. In the terminology of quantum
optics,19 this is a two-mode squeezed state. In the present
situation of particles in a magnetic field the squeezing ha
direct geometrical meaning. In order to see this, let us obtai
a representation of the vacuum in the coordinates$r ,R,rh%.
Using tanhQ51/A2, and coshQ5A2, we have

^rRr hu0̃&5
1

A2 ~2p l B
2 !3/2

3expS 2
r21R21rh

22A2Z* zh

4l B
2 D . ~28!

Comparing Eq.~28! with Eq. ~9! and usingA2Z* 5z1*

1z2* , we first note that the new vacuum stateu0̃& contains
contributions of an infinite number ofe and h states in the
zero LL. In fact it is a coherent state of the hole and t
center-of-chargeof two electrons,21 and there are correla
tions in their positions:̂ 0̃uR•rhu0̃&52A2 l B

2Þ0. It turns out
that the probability distribution function can be presented
the following factored form

u^rRr hu0̃&u2

5
1

2p l B
2

expS 2
r2

2l B
2 D 21A2

4p l B
2

expF2
21A2

8l B
2 ~R2rh!2G

3
22A2

4p l B
2

expF2
22A2

8l B
2 ~R1rh!2G . ~29!

This shows that the distribution for the relative coordina
R2rh is squeezedat the expenseof that for the coordinate
R1rh , and the variances are

^0̃u~R2rh!2u0̃&54~22A2! l B
2.2.3l B

2 , ~30!
03531
a

n

^0̃u~R1rh!2u0̃&54~21A2! l B
2.13.7l B

2 . ~31!

Note now that the representation ofu0̃& in the coordinates
has a qualitatively different form,

^rr1r2u0̃&5
1

A2 ~2p l B
2 !3/2

3expS 2
r21r1

21r2
21A2Z1Z2*

4l B
2 D , ~32!

whereZj5r jx1 ir jy , j 51 and 2. It can be seen from Eq
~32! that u0̃& is a coherent state that contains contributio
from infinitely many e and h higher LL’s of the effective
particles. This corresponds in fact, to an additional unita
transformation involving theinter-LL ladder operators

u0̃&5
1

coshQ
exp@2tanhQ Ah

†~r2!Ae
†~r1!#u0̄&5S̄†u0̄&,

~33!

where

S̄5exp~QL̄!, ~34!

L̄5Ae
†~r1!Ah

†~r2!2Ah~r2!Ae~r1!. ~35!

The state introduced in Eq.~33!, u0̄&, corresponds to a simul
taneous diagonalization ofk̂2 and p̂1 :

u0& ——→
k̂2 ,p̂1

u0̄&5S̄S̃u0&5S̄u0̃&. ~36!

The coordinate representation

^rr1r2u0̄&5
1

~2p l B
2 !3/2

expS 2
r21r1

21r2
2

4l B
2 D ~37!

shows thatu0̄& is a true vacuumfor both the intra-LLBe
†(r1)

andBh
†(r2) and inter-LLAh

†(r2) andAe
†(r1) operators. The

latter transform according to representation~23!:

S̄S Ae
†~R!

Ah~rh!
D S̄†5F̂S Ae

†~R!

Ah~rh!
D 5S Ae

†~r1!

Ah~r2!
D . ~38!

This allows us to perform the desirable complete transform
tion $r ,R,rh%→$r ,r1 ,r2%. Indeed, using the commutativit

@S̄,Ae
†(r )#50, the transformation

Ae
†~R!nRAh

†~rh!nhS̄†5S̄†@S̄Ae
†~R!nRAh

†~rh!nhS̄†#

5S̄†Ae
†~r1!nRAh

†~r2!nh, ~39!

and Eqs.~20! and ~36!, we have
8-4
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unrnRnh ;klm̃&5
S̄†Ae

†~r !nrAe
†~r1!nRAh

†~r2!nhBe
†~r1!kBh

†~r2! lBe
†~r !mu0̄&

~nr !nR!nh!k! l !m! !1/2
[S̄†unrnRnh ;klm&. ~40!
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The overline shows that a state is generated in the usual
by the intra- and inter-LL ladder operators acting on the t
vacuum u0̄&—all in the representation of the coordinat
$r ,r1 ,r2%.

The HamiltonianH is block diagonal in the quantum
numbersk and Mz ~and Se and Sh). Morover, due to the
Landau degeneracy ink, it is sufficient to consider only the
states withk50. This effectively removes one degree
freedom. The constraint following from conservation ofMz
removes another degree of freedom. This corresponds
possible6,7 partial separation of the CM motion from intern
degrees of freedom for a chargede-h system in a magnetic
field.

From now on we will consider thek50 states only, des
ignating such states in Eq.~40! as unrnRnh ; lm&. For the
Hamiltonian, we therefore arrive at the unitary transform
tion

^m2l 2̃;nh2nR2nr2uHunr1nR1nh1 ; l 1m1̃&

5^m2l 2 ;nh2nR2nr2uS̄HS̄†unr1nR1nh1 ; l 1m1&. ~41!

C. Transformed Hamiltonian

We should now work out how the total HamiltonianH
5H01H int changes under the transformationS̄HS̄†. Note
first that the free Hamiltonians transform asS̄H0e(r )S̄†

5H0e(r ), S̄H0e(R)S̄†5H0e(r1), and S̄H0h(rh)S̄†

5H0h(r2); this is evident from Eq.~38!. Therefore, the
transformed free HamiltonianS̄H0S̄† is diagonal in the co-
ordinates$r ,r1 ,r2%, and describes the aforementioned n
effective particles—freee and h in a magnetic field. The
peculiarity of the situation is that the whole interactio
Hamiltonian—before transformation~41!—does not depend
on r1 at all.

The Hamiltonian of the e-e interactions Hee

5Uee(A2ur u) can be handled in a straightforward way:
does not depend onr1 andr2 and, therefore, is invariant:

S̄HeeS̄
†5Hee. ~42!

Thus, the matrix elements of thee-e interaction are easily
obtained from Eq.~41! and ~42!:

^m2l 2̃;nh2nR2nr2uHeeunr1nR1nh1 ; l 1m1̃&

5^m2l 2 ;nh2nR2nr2uHeeunr1nR1nh1 ; l 1m1&

5dnR1 ,nR2
dnh1 ,nh2

d l 1 ,l 2
dnr12m1 ,nr22m2

Fnr1m1

nr2m2,

~43!

with F
n m

n18m18 defined as

1 1

03531
ay
e

a

-

E d2r fn
18m

18
(e)*

~r !Uee~A2ur u!fn1m1

(e) ~r !

5dn12m1 ,n
182m

18
F

n1m1

n18m18 . ~44!

Note the length scale change inUee. For the Coulomb inter-
actionUee(ur u)5e2/eur u, Eq. ~44! reduces to the matrix ele

mentsV
n1m1

n18m18 describing the interaction of the electron with

fixed negative charge2e: F
n1m1

n18m185V
n1m1

n18m18/A2. The explicit

form of the matrix elements in lowest LL’s can be foun
elsewhere.13,17,22

The HamiltonianHeh depends onr2, and is therefore af-
fected by the transformationS̄HehS̄

†. The generator of the
Bogoliubov transformationsL̄ @Eq. ~35!# and Heh do not
form a closed algebra of a finite order. It thus appears tha
is not possible to establish the form ofS̄HehS̄

† in the general
case.18 It is possible, however, to determine the form of t
matrix elements ofS̄HehS̄

† in Eq. ~41!. Because of the per
mutational symmetry, the two terms inHeh @Eq. ~25!# give
equal contributions; it will be sufficient to consider the ter
Ueh(r22r )52e2/eur22r u only. In order to illustrate the
approach, here we consider the states in zero L
u000;lm&[u lm&. Disentangling the operators inS̄ analo-
gously to~Eq. 26!, we have

^m2l 2uS̄UehS̄
†u l 1m1&[Ū0m1 0l 1

0m2 0l 2

5 1
2 ^m2l 2ue2(1/A2)Ae(r1)Ah(r2)

3Uehe
2(1/A2)Ah

†(r2)Ae
†(r1)ul 1m1&.

~45!

Expanding the exponents and exploiting the fact t
Ueh(r22r ) does not depend onr1, we obtain a series

Ū0m1 0l 1

0m2 0l 25 1
2 (

p50

`

~ 1
2 !pU0m1 pl1

0m2 pl2. ~46!

The matrix elements of thee-h interaction in different LL’s
are defined on wave functions~5! in the usual way as

E d2r 1E d2r 2 fn
18m

18
(e)*

~r1!fn
28m

28
(h)*

~r2!

3Ueh~ ur12r2u!fn2m2

(h) ~r2!fn1m1

(e) ~r1!

5dn12m12n21m2 ,n
182m

182n
281m

28
U

n1m1 n2m2

n18m18 n28m28 .

~47!

Note that Eq. ~46! includes contributions frominfinitely
manyLL’s. The method of performing infinite summations i
8-5
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Eq. ~46! is presented in Appendix C. For the matrix eleme
of Heh in zero LL’s we finally have

^m2 l 2uS̄HehS̄
†u l 1 m1&5d l 12m1 ,l 22m2

2A2 Ū0m1 0l 1

0m2 0l 2.

~48!

The analytical form ofŪ0m1 0l 1

0m2 0l 2 is given by Eqs.~C5! and

~C7!. For the matrix elements of the HamiltonianHeh in-
volving higher LL’s nR , andnh in Eq. ~41!, we obtain infi-
nite summations similar to Eq.~46!. These can be performe
by the method described in Appendix C.

The mathematical tools developed in this section allow
to reduce the three-particle Schro¨dinger equation inB to a
secular equation following from the expansion in the ba
~40!. Because ofMz and k conservation, we have four~in-
stead of six! independent orbital quantum numbers. An im
portant property of this basis is that any truncation of it do
not break the translational invariance, since the exact qu
tum numberk has been fixed. Transformations~36!, and
~41!, together with the properties of the transformed Ham
tonian S̄HS̄† established above, are the main formal resu
of this paper.

IV. XÀ RESONANCES IN HIGHER LANDAU LEVELS

Now we apply the developed formalism for a descripti
of the 2e-h states in high magnetic fields,

\vce , \vch@E05Ap

2

e2

e l B
, ~49!

when LL’ s remain well defined;E0 is the characteristic en
ergy of the Coulomb interactions. Neglecting mixing b
tween LL’s ~the high-field limit!, the three-particle 2e-h
states can be labeled by a pair of quantum numbers (nenh),
describing the electron LL numberne5nr1nR @see Eq.~41!#
and the hole LL numbernh .13 For the states in, e.g., firs
electron and zero hole LL’s (nenh)5(10), basis~40! in-
cludes states withnr51, nR5nh50 and nR51, nr5nh
50 with l 2m115Mz andk50 fixed. Even in a given LL
the basis is infinite. Here we present the results of numer
few-particle calculations of the 2e-h eigenspectra in severa
of the lowest LL’s (nenh) obtained by diagonalization o
finite matrices of order (2 –5)3102. Such finite-size calcu-
lations provide a very high accuracy for bound states~dis-
crete spectra!, and are also capable of reproducing in so
detail the structure of the three-particle continuum in h
fields. This is because in our approach~i! off-diagonal Cou-
lomb matrix elements fall off exponentially,13 and ~ii ! the
three-particle configurational space in the high-field limit h
a dimension of 1: two exact (Mz ,k) and three approximate
(ne5nr1nR ,nh) quantum numbers have been fixed.

Schematically, the spectra of the triplet 2e–h eigenstates
in the two lowest LL’s are shown in Fig. 1. The hatched are
correspond in Fig. 1 to the three-particle continuum. It
formed by the states of the neutral magnetoexciton~MX !,
which has bound internal e-h motion and extendedCM
motion,22 and an electron in a scattering state; the latter
average is at infinity from the MX. For the (nenh)5(10)
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LL’s, there are two different overlapping MX bands. On
corresponds to theX00 MX ( e andh in their zero LL’s!, plus
a second electron in a scattering state in the first LL. T
second, narrow continuum corresponds to theX10 MX ( e the
first LL andh in the zero LL!. The lower continuum edge lie
at theX10 ground-state energyE10520.574E0, which, for
the isolatedX10, is achieved at afinite CM momentumK0

.1.19\ l B
21 . Importantly, in two dimensions this produces

van Hove singularity in theX10 density of statesgsing(E)
.M01

1/2K0 /p\AE2E10, where M10.3.62\2/E0l B
2 is the

effective22 X10 mass.
The boundX2 states form discrete spectra, and are ch

acterized bybound internal motions of all particles. Suc
states lie outside the continuum. In zero LL’s, there is o
one bound state—the tripletXt00 with a small binding energy
0.044E0 ~counted from the lower continuum edge!.12,15 In a
2D system in the high-B limit, there are no bound singletX2

states in the zero LL’s.12 In the next electron LL (nenh)
5(10), there is also only one bound state, which is the trip
Xt10

2 state with a larger binding energy 0.086E0.13,15Here we
do not discuss the discrete excited three-particle states13 that
lie above LL’s.

In addition, quantum-mechanical resonances
quasibound three particle states—can exist in the continu
Such a possibility appears plausible for charged 2D MX
because of the van Hove singularities in the density of sta
of neutral MX’s. Quasibound states, because of long-ra
oscillating tails, do not have normalizable wave functions23

Nevertheless, they have large probabilities of finding
three particles together in real space. In optical transiti
quasibound states may produce Fano resonances16—spectra
with highly asymmetric line shapes that are determined
the coupling between a quasibound state and a continuu

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the 2e-h electron tripletSe51
eigenstates in zero (nenh)5(00) and first electron (nenh)5(10)
LL’s and the allowed internal transitions from the triplet groun
state Xt00

2 . The shaded dot indicates the presence within a c
tinuum of a quasiboundX2 state~see the text!.
8-6
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We have found spectra of this sort in internal transitio
from the 2D tripletXt00

2 ground state to the next electron L
~Fig. 1!. SuchX2 internal transitions are strong, and ga
strength with B. The transitions must simultaneous
satisfy15 the two exact selection rulesDk50 and
DMz561. Because of the selection rules, the bound-
boundXt00

2 →Xt10
2 transition turns out to be strictly prohibite

in a translationally invariant system.15 The allowed transi-
tions are therefore photoionizing transitions to thecon-
tinuum. They have intrinsic linewidths;0.2E0 with a sharp
onset at the threshold energy that is equal to\vce plus the
Xt00

2 binding energy~transition 1 in Figs. 1 and 2!. There is
also a prominent feature at an energy about\vce10.5E0 —
the second peak denoted as transition 2 in Figs. 1 and 2.
predicted15 double-peak structure in the singlet and trip
X2 internal photoionizing transitions was observed24 in
quantum wells in magnetic fields. The positions of the pe
are in good quantitative agreement with calculations p
formed for realistic parameters of quasi-2D quantum wells
finite fields, as described in detail elsewhere.24,15 The exis-
tence of the second peak was previously associated15 with a
high density of final states at the lower edge of theX101e0
continuum.

Our present high-accuracy calculations have revealed
fine structure of the second peak. When the spectra are
voluted with the Gaussian of the 0.015E0 width, which simu-
lates a relatively large inhomogeneous broadening, the
ond peak has a ‘‘camel-back’’ shape. However, when
artificial broadening is performed, a shape typical16 of the
Fanoantiresonanceis clearly present in the spectra~Fig. 2!.
This is an evidence that quasibound charged MX’sX2 exist
within the three-particlecontinuum. Note that such states a
absent in the two-particle spectra of the strictly 2D neu
MX’s that have essentially bound relativee-h motion;22 such
states exist for bulk25 3D and confined26 quasi-1D neutral
MX’s. Here we considered the spectra of internalX2 transi-
tions. Resonances that are optically active

FIG. 2. Dotted line: spectra of the transitions from the trip
Xt00

2 ground state to the continuum in the first electron LL. So
line: the spectra convoluted with a Gaussian of the 0.015E0 width.
The labeling of peaks corresponds to Fig. 1. The filled dot sho
the position of the forbidden bound-to-boundXt00

2 →Xt10
2 transition.
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photoluminescence14 are also expected to exist in the spect
An experimental search for such resonances require h
quality samples with small inhomogeneous broadening.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an expansion in LL’s that is comp
ible both with rotations about theB axis and magnetic trans
lations. The operator approach allows one to partially se
rate the center of mass from internal degrees of freedom
chargede-h systems in magnetic fields. The proposed u
tary transformation of the Hamiltonian may be useful in va
ous solid-state and atomic physics problems dealing w
systems of charged particles in magnetic fields. Here
have considered 2D systems; however, the developed
proach can also be applied to 3D systems6,7 for the separa-
tion of the coordinates in the plane perpendicular toB.

We have found evidence that, in addition to discre
bound states, quasibound states~resonances! of charged
magnetoexcitonsX2 exist in the continuum of higher Lan
dau levels in 2D systems; to our knowledge this is a qu
tatively new feature in the three-particle spectra in a m
netic field. Experimentally, such states may be observed
Fano-resonances in the interband and intraband optical s
tra.
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APPENDIX A: CHARGED e-h SYSTEMS
WITH AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF PARTICLES

Charged e-h complexes, such as charged multip
excitons12 Xn

2 and multiply charged excitons27 X2k, may be
bound and stablein quasi-2D systems. Let us demonstra
that for a charged system containing an arbitrary numbe
Ne electrons andNh holes~with, e.g.,Ne.Nh), a transfor-
mation analogous to Eqs.~15!–~19! can also be performed
Let us first separate the center of masses of thee and h
subsystems. This can be done, for example, with the hel
a linear orthogonal Jacobi transformation: For the elect
coordinates we have$rei%→$ r̃ei%, where r̃ei5(( l 51

i rel

2 i rei11)/Ai ( i 11), i 51, . . . ,Ne21 are the internal coordi-
nates andr̃eNe

[Re5( i 51
Ne rei /ANe is the electron CM coor-

dinate. An analogous transformation is performed for h
coordinates. Note that the orthogonality of the transform
tions ensures that theRe andRh degrees of freedom carry th
charges7e, respectively.7 We have, therefore,

k̂25A Ne

Ne2Nh
Be

†~Re!2A Nh

Ne2Nh
Bh~Rh!, ~A1!

whereBe
† andBh are thee andh CM intra-LL ladder opera-

tors. We can now see that, analogously to Eq.~15!, the Bo-
goliubov transformation diagonalizingK̂2 should involve the

t

s

8-7
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intra-LL e and h center-of-mass operatorsBe
†(Re) and

Bh(Rh) with Q5tanh21(ANh /Ne).

APPENDIX B: ELECTRON SYSTEMS

It is interesting to compare thee-h systems with system
of charges of the same sign~e.g.,ej,0 for all particlesj ).
To illustrate this we consider the simplest possible system
two negative chargese1 ,e2,0 of massesm1 and m2. The
raising operatork̂2 has the form@cf. Eq. ~14! and ~A1!#

k̂25A e1

e11e2
Be

†~r1!1A e2

e11e2
Be

†~r2!. ~B1!

This can be considered to be a result of the unitary trans
mation

SBe
†~r1!S †5uBe

†~r1!1vBe
†~r2! ~B2!

where S5exp(wL) with the generatorL5Be
†(r1)Be(r2)

2Be
†(r2)Be(r1). The transformation parameters are given

u5cosw5Ae1 /(e11e2) andv5sinw5Ae2 /(e11e2). Note
that contrary to thee-h systems@see Eq.~27!#, the vacuum
state does not change under this transformationSu0&5u0&.
Another way of looking at this result is to consider Eq.~B2!
as a transformation following from theorthogonaltransfor-
mation of the coordinates

S R1

R2
D 5ĜS r1

r2
D , Ĝ5S cosw sinw

2sinw cosw
D . ~B3!

The matrix Ĝ is orthogonal, i.e., satisfiesĜT5Ĝ21. The
electron Bose ladder operators are changed according to@cf.
Eqs.~22! and ~23!#

SS Be
†~r1!

Be
†~r2!

DS †5ĜS Be
†~r1!

Be
†~r2!

D 5S Be
†~R1!

Be
†~R2!

D . ~B4!

For real parameters of transformationw we deal with O~2!
matrices, in general the symmetry group isSU(2). The co-
ordinate representation of the vacuum state^r1 . . . r j u0&
;exp(2(jr j

2/4l B
2) contains a bilinear form in the expone

and is invariant under orthogonal transformations.
The orthonormal basis of states withk50 andMz52m

in, e.g., zero LL is

um&5
1

Am!
@uBe

†~r1!2vBe
†~r2!#mu0&. ~B5!

For uÞv these states do not have definite parity under
permutationr1↔r2. The Coulomb interaction energies a
given by the expectation values^muUee(r12r2)um&, which
solves the problem in the high-field limit. Note that the for
of eigenstates~B5! does not dependon the form of the inter-
action potentialUee ~cf. Ref. 11!. Note that if the charge-to
mass ratio is the same for all particles,ej /mj5const, the
03531
of
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states (p̂1)num& are also exact eigenstates of the Ham
tonian@see Eq.~4!# and correspond to thefreeCM motion in
the n-th LL.

APPENDIX C: COULOMB MATRIX ELEMENTS

In order to perform the infinite summations in Eq.~46!, it
is convenient first to obtain the presentation of the ma
elements~47! using the Fourier transform: Expressing th
exponent exp(iq•r ) in terms of the intra- and inter-LL ladde
operators, one obtains17

U
n1m1 pm2

n18m18 pm285E d2q

~2p!2
Ũeh~q!

3^n18uD̂~ i q̃* !un1& ^m18uD̂~ q̃!um1&

3^m2uD̂~2q̃!um28& ^puD̂~2 i q̃* !up&.

~C1!

Hereq̃5(qx1 iqy) l B /A2 and the matrix elements of the dis
placement operator19 D̂(a)5exp(aA†2a*A) between the
oscillator eigenstates have, e.g., forn<n8, the form

^n8uD̂~a!un&5A n!

n8!
an82n e2uau2/2Ln

n82n~ uau2!,

~C2!

where Ln
s(x) are generalized Laguerre polynomials;Ln

0(x)
5Ln(x). Using Eq.~C2! and the generating function of th
Laguerre polynomials28

(
n50

`

Ln
s~x!zn5

expS xz

z21D
~12z!s11

, uzu,1, ~C3!

we obtain

1

2 (
p50

` S 1

2D p

^puD̂~2 i q̃* !up&5e2x/2
1

2 (
p50

` S 1

2D p

Lp~x!

5e23x/2, ~C4!

wherex5q2l B
2/2. For matrix elements~46!

Ū0m1 0l 1

0m2 0l 2[d l 12m1 ,l 22m2
Ūmin(m1 ,m2),min(l 1 ,l 2)~ um12m2u!,

~C5!

we therefore obtain the integral representation
8-8
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Ūmn~s!5S m!n!

~m1s!! ~n1s!! D
1/2

3E d2q

~2p!2
Ũeh~q!e23xxs11 Lm

s ~x!Ln
s~x!.

~C6!

For Coulomb interactions with a 2D Fourier transfor
Ũeh(q)522pe2/eq, the integral in Eq.~C6! can be calcu-
lated analytically using generating function~C3!, as de-
scribed in detail elsewhere.17,29 The final result is
4

t

y

K

.
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Ūmn~s!52
E0

@m! ~m1s!!n! ~n1s!! #1/22m1n1s3s11/2

3 (
k50

m

(
l 50

n

Cm
k Cn

l ~ 2
3 !k1 l @2~k1 l 1s!21#!!

3@2~m2k!21#!! (
p50

n2 l

Ck
p Cn2 l

p ~21!p p!

3@2~n2 l 2p!21#!!. ~C7!
s
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